
fracture process, and near the fracture surface the 
microstructure of this material is effectively the 
same as the eutectoid composition material except 
for the lines of cementite fragments . 

The electron fractograph, Fig. 12(c), is again ef
fectively featureless but does contain some isolated 
particles which are probably fragments of cementite 
particles at the fracture surface. These particles, 
however, do not appear to disturb the fracture surface. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The fracture propagation mechanism is the same 
in the absence of cementite (0.004 pct C) and in the 
spheroidized materials and involves the growth and 
coalescence of isolated voids in ferrite. The spher
oidized materials differ from the 0.004 pct C material 
only in that voids are more readily initiated (cemen
tite particle fracture) and do not have to grow to as 
large a size for coalescence to occur. 

The effect of pressure upon the fracture mechanism 
in these materials is also similar and involves the 
suppression of the void growth. It is important to note 
that the void growth suppression by the pressure is not 
instantaneous, but is a progressive process. This is 
because void growth is a shear strain process. Thus, 
the larger the amount of plastiC strain, the greater will 
be the pressure required to suppress the void growth. 
In the case of the 0.004 pct C at 15.1 kbars and the 
spheroidized material at 21.3 kbars, it appears from 
the examination of the fracture appearance that no 
voids are present. This tends to contradict the above 
observation that the void suppression is progressive. 
A possible explanation is that the pressures are of a 
sufficient magnitude to suppress the void size to that 
below the resolution ability of the examination tech
niques utilized. 

The suppression of the void growth by the pressure 
suggests a possible explanation for the increased 
ductility as a function of pressure in these materials. 
This agrees with the proposals of Bridgmanl3 and 
Bobrowskylo and the observations of Pugh,S Davidson 
et al. 12 and Bulychev et al . 14 

The observed effects of pressure upon the fracture 
mechanisms may also suggest a possible reason for 
the Similarity in the response of ductility to pressure 
for the 0.004 pct C and spheroidized materials as 
was shown in Fig. 2. First, the progressive increase 
in ductility with increasing pressure may be attributed 
to the progressive suppression of the void growth. 
Second, the fact that the form of the ductility-pressure 
relationship is the same for both the 0.004 pct C and 
spheroidized materials (linear) may be a manifestation 
of their having the same basic fracture propagation 
mechanism (void growth and coalescence). Finally, a 
possible reason for the decrease in slope of the duc
tility-pressure curves with increasing carbon con-
tent may be that as the number of cementite particles 
increases and the interparticle spacing decreases, the 
number of voids formed by the fracture of particles 
also increases and the growth required for coalescence 
decreases . Thus, it is likely that a higher pressure 
will be required to suppress the void growth and co
alescence with increasing carbon content. 

In the annealed 0.40,0.83, and 1.1 pct C materials, 
the effects of pressure are to suppress void growth in 
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pearlitic and free ferrite and to prevent cleavage of 
pearlite and hypereutectoid cementite. Although the 
fracture of the cementite is not prevented by the pres
sure, the fracture appears to convert from cleavage 
to shear. Furthermore, the pressure permits consider
able plastic deformation of the cementite platelets in 
the pearlite prior to fracture. These observed effects 
of pressure on the various fracture mechanisms sug
gests why pressure enhances the ductility of the an
nealed 0.40, 0.83, and 1.1 pct C, materials. 

The difference in the fracture mechanisms of the 
two types of material may also suggest an explanation 
for the nonlinear pressure ductility relationship and 
initially lower slope of the annealed 0.40, 0.83, and 1.1 
pct C materials as compared to the annealed 0.004 
pet C and spheroidized materials which exhibit a 
linear relationship, Fig. 2. Due to the close spacing 
of the cementite platelets in pearlite, there is an 
overlapping of the strain concentration fields of the 
voids initiated in the pearlitic ferrite. It is likely 
that a higher pressure is required to suppress this 
type of void growth as compared to the isolated 
voids in the 0.004 pct C and spheroidized materials. 
Also, the occurrence of cleavage in pearlite and hy
pereutectoid cementite requires a higher initial pres
sure for suppression. Finally, at higher pressures, 
the cementite platelets and/or hypereutectoid cemen
tite become so extensively fragmented that the micro
structure of the annealed materials tends to approach 
that of the spheroidized materials, i.e., cementite 
particles in a ferrite matrix. This then may explain 
why the slopes of the ductility pressure curves for 
the annealed 0.40, 0.83, and 1.1 pct C materials in
crease with increasing pressure and tend to approach 
the slopes of the curves for the spheroidized materials . 

CONCLUSIONS 

1) Based upon optical and fractographic analYSiS, 
the prinCipal effects of pressure upon the fracture 
mechanisms in annealed and spheroidized Fe-C ma
terials are: 

a) To suppress the growth and coalescence of 
voids in ferrite. 

b) To retard the cleavage fracture of pearlite and 
hypereutectoid cementite. 

c) To impart some ductility to cementite and con
vert its fracture mode from cleavage to shear. 

d) To convert the macroscopic fracture mode 
from cup-cone, cleavage, or intergranular to 
a planar shear type. 

2) The retardation by pressure of those fracture 
mechanisms resulting in low ductility suggests a 
possible explanation for the enhancement in ductility 
by pressure . 

3) The observed structure sensitivity of the form 
of the ductility-pressure relationship to the amount, 
shape and distribution of cementite appears related 
to the differences in fracture propagation mechanisms 
and their modification by a superposed hydrostatic 
pressure . 
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